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The final tuning of the event selection provides a maxi-
mum systematic error less than 20% at 1 TeV. The abso-
lute LAT energy scale, at this early stage of the mission,
is determined with an uncertainty of +5%

!10%. This esti-
mate is being further constrained using flight and beam
test data. The associated systematic error is not folded
into those above as it is a single scaling factor over the
whole energy range. Its main e!ect is to rigidly shift the
spectrum by +10%

!20% without introducing significant defor-
mations.

While event selection is explicitly energy-dependent to
suppress the larger high-energy background, it is not op-
timized versus the incident angle of incoming particles.
Nonetheless we have compared the spectra from selected
restricted angular bins with the final spectrum reported
here; they are consistent within systematic uncertainties.
A further validation of the event selection comes from
an independent analysis, developed for lower-energy elec-
trons, which produces the same results when extended up
to the the endpoint of its validity at ! 100 GeV. Our ca-
pability to reconstruct spectral features was tested using
the LAT simulation and the energy response from fig-
ure 1. We superimposed a Gaussian line signal, centered
at 450 ± 50 GeV rms, on a power law spectrum with an
index of 3.3. This line contains a number of excess counts
as from the ATIC paper [8], rescaled with the LAT GF.
We verified that this analysis easily detects this feature
with high significance (the full width of the 68% contain-
ment energy resolution of the LAT at 450 GeV is 18%).

Results and discussion. – More than 4M electron
events above 20 GeV were selected in survey (sky scan-
ning) mode from 4 August 2008 to 31 January 2009. En-
ergy bins were chosen to be the full width of the 68%
containment of the energy dispersion, evaluated at the
bin center. The residual hadronic background was es-
timated from the average rate of hadrons that survive
electron selection in the simulations, and subtracted from
the measured rate of candidate electrons. The result is
corrected for finite energy redistribution with an unfold-
ing analysis [20] and converted into a flux JE by scaling
with the GF, see table I. The distribution of E3 " JE is
shown in table I and in figure 3.

Fermi data points visually indicate a suggestive devi-
ation from a flat spectrum. However, if we conserva-
tively add point–to–point systematic errors from table I
in quadrature with statistical errors, our data are well
fit by a simple normalized E!3.04 power law (!2 = 9.7,
d.o.f. 24).

For comparison, we show a conventional model [1] for
the electron spectrum, which is also being used as a ref-
erence in a related Fermi-LAT paper [21] on the Galactic
di!use gamma-ray emission. This uses the GALPROP
code [4], with propagation parameters adjusted to fit a
variety of pre-Fermi CR data, including electrons. This
model has an electron injection spectral index of 2.54
above 4 GeV, a di!usion coe"cient varying with energy

FIG. 3: (color) The Fermi LAT CR electron spectrum (red
filled circles). Systematic errors are shown by the gray band.
The two-headed arrow in the top-right corner of the figure
gives size and direction of the rigid shift of the spectrum im-
plied by a shift of +5%

!10%
of the absolute energy, corresponding

to the present estimate of the uncertainty of the LAT energy
scale. Other high-energy measurements and a conventional
di!usive model [1] are shown.

as E1/3, and includes a di!usive reacceleration term. As
can be clearly seen from the blue dashed line in figure 3,
this model produces too steep a spectrum after prop-
agation to be compatible with the Fermi measurement
reported here.

The observation that the spectrum is much harder than
the conventional one may be explained by assuming a
harder electron spectrum at the source, which is not
excluded by other measurements. However, the signif-
icant flattening of the LAT data above the model pre-
dictions for E # 70 GeV may also suggest the pres-
ence of one or more local sources of high energy CR
electrons. We found that the LAT spectrum can be
nicely fit by adding an additional component of pri-
mary electrons and positrons, with injection spectrum
Jextra(E) $ E!!e exp{%E/Ecut}, Ecut being the cut-
o! energy of the source spectrum. The main purpose
of adding such a component is to reconcile theoretical
predictions with both the Fermi electron data and the
Pamela data [7] showing an increase in the e+/(e! + e+)
fraction above 10 GeV. The latter cannot be produced
by secondary positrons coming from interaction of the
Galactic CR with the ISM. Such an additional compo-
nent also provides a natural explanation of the steepen-
ing of the spectrum above 1 TeV indicated by H.E.S.S.
data [9]. As discussed in [12] and references therein, pul-
sars are the most natural candidates for such sources.
Other astrophysical interpretations (e.g. [22]), or dark
matter scenarios, can not be excluded at the present
stage.

A detailed discussion of theoretical models lies out-

Electron + Positron Flux
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reduces the event statistics but enables to lower the
analysis threshold to 340 GeV. The e!ective collection
area at 340 GeV is ! 4 " 104 m2. With a live-time of
77 hours of good quality data, a total e!ective exposure
of ! 2.2 " 107 m2 sr s is achieved at 340 GeV. Owing to
the steepness of the electron spectrum, the measurement
at lower energies is facilitated by the comparatively
higher fluxes. The ! distribution in the energy range of
340 to 700 GeV is shown in Fig. 1.

The low-energy electron spectrum resulting from

!
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FIG. 1: The measured distribution of the parameter !,
compared with distributions for simulated protons and elec-
trons, for showers with reconstructed energy between 0.34 and
0.7 TeV (the energy range of the extension towards lower en-
ergies compared to the analysis presented in [8]). The best
fit model combination of electrons and protons is shown as
a shaded band. The proton simulations use the SIBYLL
hadronic interaction model. Distributions di!er from the ones
presented in Fig. 1 of [8] because of the energy dependence of
the ! parameter.

this analysis is shown in Fig. 2 together with previ-
ous data of H.E.S.S. and balloon experiments. The
spectrum is well described by a broken power law
dN/dE = k · (E/Eb)!!1 · (1 + (E/Eb)1/!)!(!2!!1)!

("2/d.o.f. = 5.6/4, p = 0.23) with a normalization
k = (1.5 ± 0.1) " 10!4 TeV!1 m!2 sr!1 s!1, and a break
energy Eb = 0.9±0.1 TeV, where the transition between
the two spectral indices "1 = 3.0±0.1 and "2 = 4.1±0.3
occurs. The parameter # denotes the sharpness of the
transition, the fit prefers a sharp transition, # < 0.3.
The shaded band indicates the uncertainties in the
flux normalization that arise from uncertainties in the
modeling of hadronic interactions and in the atmospheric
model, and are derived in the same fashion as in the
initial paper [8]. The band is centered around the broken
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FIG. 2: The energy spectrum E3 dN/dE of cosmic-ray elec-
trons as measured by ATIC [4], PPB-BETS [12], emul-
sion chamber experiments [3] and H.E.S.S. Previous H.E.S.S.
data [8] are shown as blue points, the result of the low-energy
analysis presented here as red points. The shaded bands in-
dicate the approximate systematic error arising from uncer-
tainties in the modeling of hadronic interactions and in the
atmospheric model in the two analyses. The double arrow in-
dicates the e!ect of an energy scale shift of 15%, the approx-
imate systematic uncertainty on the H.E.S.S. energy scale.
The fit function is described in the text.

power law fit. The systematic error on the spectral
indices "1, "2 is #"(syst.) ! 0.3. The H.E.S.S. energy
scale uncertainty of 15% is visualized by the double
arrow.
The H.E.S.S. data show no indication of an excess and
sharp cuto! in the electron spectrum as reported by
ATIC. Since H.E.S.S. measures the electron spectrum
only above 340 GeV, one cannot test the rising section of
the ATIC-reported excess. Although di!erent in shape,
an overall consistency of the ATIC spectrum with the
H.E.S.S. result can be obtained within the uncertainty of
the H.E.S.S. energy scale of about 15 %. The deviation
between the ATIC and the H.E.S.S data is minimal
at the 20 % confidence level (assuming Gaussian errors
for the systematic uncertainty dominating the H.E.S.S.
measurement) when applying an upward shift of 10 % in
energy to the H.E.S.S. data. The shift is well within the
uncertainty of the H.E.S.S. energy scale. In this case
the H.E.S.S. data overshoot the measurement of balloon
experiments above 800 GeV, but are consistent given the
large statistical errors from balloon experiments at these
energies. A model calculation of how a Kaluza-Klein
(KK) signature with a mass of 620 GeV [4] and a flux
approximated to fit the ATIC data would appear in the
H.E.S.S. data is shown in Fig. 3. Due to the limited
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trons, for showers with reconstructed energy between 0.34 and
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power law fit. The systematic error on the spectral
indices "1, "2 is #"(syst.) ! 0.3. The H.E.S.S. energy
scale uncertainty of 15% is visualized by the double
arrow.
The H.E.S.S. data show no indication of an excess and
sharp cuto! in the electron spectrum as reported by
ATIC. Since H.E.S.S. measures the electron spectrum
only above 340 GeV, one cannot test the rising section of
the ATIC-reported excess. Although di!erent in shape,
an overall consistency of the ATIC spectrum with the
H.E.S.S. result can be obtained within the uncertainty of
the H.E.S.S. energy scale of about 15 %. The deviation
between the ATIC and the H.E.S.S data is minimal
at the 20 % confidence level (assuming Gaussian errors
for the systematic uncertainty dominating the H.E.S.S.
measurement) when applying an upward shift of 10 % in
energy to the H.E.S.S. data. The shift is well within the
uncertainty of the H.E.S.S. energy scale. In this case
the H.E.S.S. data overshoot the measurement of balloon
experiments above 800 GeV, but are consistent given the
large statistical errors from balloon experiments at these
energies. A model calculation of how a Kaluza-Klein
(KK) signature with a mass of 620 GeV [4] and a flux
approximated to fit the ATIC data would appear in the
H.E.S.S. data is shown in Fig. 3. Due to the limited
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• Standard assumption: sources, gas, B-field, rad’ 
field fairly homogeneous around us (~few kpc)

•Electron spectrum: measured
•Proton spectrum: measured
!Compute e+,p spectra

☞ Predictions for positron and antiproton fractions!

Cosmic Rays Propagation 101
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• FERMI measurement ! the denominator in the 
positron fraction is under control

• PAMELA clearly observe a deviation from the 
standard picture Why?

Baldini et al. 2009

ON POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS OF FERMI ELECTRON SPECTRUM 9

2.3. The positron excess problem. A serious problem that those GCRE models face is
that the positron fraction e+/(e+ + e!) they predict is not consistent with that measured
by PAMELA (Adriani et al. 2009, 2009b [11, 12]). While previous electron data allowed
su!cient uncertainty to accommodate the PAMELA positron fraction with a steep elec-
tron spectrum and standard secondary e+ production (see e.g. Delahaye et al. 2009 [58]),
Fermi’s precise measurement of a hard ! E!3 electron spectrum, no longer allows such
models. To modify the standard GCRE models by introducing source stochasticity does
not help to predict the PAMELA positron spectrum correctly. Reference models 0, 1 and
2 are shown in Fig. 3. They do not account for the rise in the positron fraction seen by
PAMELA, so to explain this data, some additional sources of positrons is required. This
situation does not improve by considering other possible combinations of the propagation
parameters and of the electron source spectral index that give a good fit to the Fermi-LAT
electron spectrum.

Figure 3. In this figure we compare the positron fraction corresponding to the same
models used to draw Fig. 1 with several experimental data sets (HEAT: Barwick et al.
1997 [13]; CAPRICE: Boezio et al. 2000 [32]; AMS-01: Aguilar et al. 2002 Aguilar et al.
2002 [2]; PAMELA: Adriani et al. 2009, 2009b [11, 12]). The line styles are coherent with
those in that figure. Note that our results use a solar modulation potential ! = 0.55 GV
which is appropriate for the AMS-01 and HEAT data taking periods (Barwick et al. 1997
[13]). It is not appropriate for the PAMELA data taking period, and impacts agreement
among the experiments and our model with the PAMELA data below 10 GeV.

3. Pulsar Interpretation

Pulsars are undisputed sources of relativistic electrons and positrons, believed to be pro-
duced in the magnetosphere and subsequently possibly reaccelerated by the pulsar winds

Cosmic Rays Propagation 101
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What can explain the excess?

• It’s just Cosmic Ray Propagation:
• Some of the assumptions about homogeneity (or energy 

dep’) of sources and/or diffusion parameters are not good 
approx‘ at these energies

• Positrons have also a primary component
• SN Remnants (or their surroundings) may 

produce harder secondaries

• New source(s) are needed...

(Katz, Waxman; Piran  et al.)

(Blasi; Blandford et al.)
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• New Astrophysical sources:
• Positrons are created and accelerated in surroundings of 

pulsars (Pulsar Winds Nebulae)

• Some nearby Pulsar may explain PAMELA and FERMI

• HESS explanation: spectrum expected to be Ea exp(-E/Ec)

• Plausible but not clear how positrons can escape to the 
Interstellar Medium

What can explain the excess?
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• New Astrophysical sources
• Indirect signal of Dark Matter:

• Dark Matter in the Galactic Halo may annihilate or decay 
(on cosmological timescales)

• Observed positrons (and electron excess) observed are 
DM products

☞ Explore this possibility in the rest of the talk....

What can explain the excess?
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Dark Matter

• Various evidences of DM from gravitational 
interactions
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Dark Matter

• Various evidences of DM from gravitational 
interactions

• Dark Matter is a neutral non-relativistic species 
(new particle!)
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Dark Matter

• Various evidences of DM from gravitational 
interactions

• Dark Matter is a neutral non-relativistic species 
(new particle!)

• In our Galaxy <vDM>~10-3c
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Dark Matter

• Various evidences of DM from gravitational 
interactions

• Dark Matter is a neutral non-relativistic species 
(new particle!)

• In our Galaxy <vDM>~10-3c
• If DM thermal relic: 

DM

DM

SM

SM

DM

DM

SM

SM

Ωmh2 � 0.1
�

3 10−26cm3s−1

�σv�freeze

�
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Same diagram, different channels...

DM

DM

SM

SM

Freeze-out:

Indirect Detection
(" "DM2) 

DM DM

SMSM

Direct Detection 
(" "DM) 

DM

DM

SM

SM

Collider 
Production

DM

SM

SM

DM Decay
(" ", #>>13Gyr) 

But also:
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Dark Matter Explanations 
of PAMELA

• Many models built in the past year(s)...

…various will be excluded in the following...

… a few scenarios still survive
Thursday, February 18, 2010



(Model indep’) Analysis

• DM annihilations/decays involving SM particles end 
up in electrons/positrons, (anti-)protons, photons, 
neutrinos.

• Electron, positrons, (anti-)protons are constrained by 
PAMELA & FERMI & HESS

• Photons are always present (charged particles in the 
final state)

• Neutrinos may or may not be present

! Fit PAMELA+FERMI+HESS and then look at 
gamma and neutrino observatories!
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Relevant ! & $ data

• HESS measurements:

• !’s from Galactic Center: # <0.1°

• !’s from Galactic “Ridge”: |b|<0.3°, |l|<0.8°

• SuperKamiokande: $’s in cone up to 30° around 
Gal Center

• WMAP* 

• Fermi: all sky gamma ray data
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Relevant ! & $ data

! Strongest constraints!

• HESS measurements:

• !’s from Galactic Center: # <0.1°

• !’s from Galactic “Ridge”: |b|<0.3°, |l|<0.8°

• SuperKamiokande: $’s in cone up to 30° around 
Gal Center

• WMAP* 

• Fermi: all sky gamma ray data
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Fit Ingredients

• DM annihilates/decays almost at rest. 
Relevant info:
• DM Mass (sets energy scale)
• Annihilation/Decay Rate
• Final states (determines e±, !, $, p injection 

spectra)
• DM density profile (uncert.)
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Fits Results: Final States

DM

DM

%±, #±

%±, #±

Only %, # Leptons
(e± too hard spectrum, 
%± not a great fit) 

No W, Z, h, quarks 
! too many antiprotons
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Fits Results: Final States

DM

DM

%±, #±

%±, #±

Only %, # Leptons
(e± too hard spectrum, 
%± not a great fit) 

DM

DM

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

&

&

All leptons and light mesons 
Requires a new light particle!!
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Fits Results: Final States

DM

DM

%±, #±

%±, #±

Only %, # Leptons
(e± too hard spectrum, 
%± not a great fit) 

DM

DM

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

&

&

All leptons and light mesons 

DM

DM

}&…
.

…
. }&

“Hidden” shower, softer 
spectra, better fits

(e.g. & spin 1 in non-Abelian gauge 
group) 

Requires a new light particle!!
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Fits Results: Final States

DM

DM

%±, #±

%±, #±

Only %, # Leptons
(e± too hard spectrum, 
%± not a great fit) 

DM

DM

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

e±, %±, #±, π’s, ... 

&

&

All leptons and light mesons 

And the same for decaying DM...

DM

DM

}&…
.

…
. }&

“Hidden” shower, softer 
spectra, better fits

(e.g. & spin 1 in non-Abelian gauge 
group) 

Requires a new light particle!!
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Best fits
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Figure 8: Best fits for DM annihilations. We assume the MED propagation model and the

Einasto profile with α = 0.17. We plot the best fit models for DM annihilations into 4e, 4µ, 4τ ,

and final states dictated by coupling through kinetic mixing with the photon (mφ = 650 MeV)

see figure 9. All curves include showering with αDM ∼ 0.1 which increases the goodness of their

fit compared to the unshowered spectra. The plots in the upper row from left to right are for the

PAMELA positron fraction, e+
+ e− flux recently measured by FERMI and HESS, and the ICS

+ FSR predictions for these models. In the bottom row we plot from left to right, the photon

predictions for the HESS measurement of the Galactic Center, Galactic Ridge, and the bounds

coming from SuperK for those models which create ν’s.

4.2.2 A Quasi-constant DM Density and Long Lived Intermediate States

DM annihilations into 2µ and 2τ are still compatible with bounds on the associated γ flux if the

DM density does not significantly grow towards the Galactic Center. This possibility is realized

in practice by plotting the ‘isothermal core’ DM density profile. This profile is disfavored by

N -body simulations and it has no a priori theoretical motivation. However, in principle there

could be some weakening of the more cuspy DM profiles preferred by N -body simulations

when baryons, which should be important near the center of the galaxy, are included in future

simulations. To explore the effects of a shallower DM density profile we have shown in the

lower row of Fig. 1 the best fits for DM annihilations into 2τ assuming the extremal isothermal

profile and MED propagation.

For the case of ≥ 4 SM final states there is one other possibility to obtain an effective quasi-
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Figure 8: Best fits for DM annihilations. We assume the MED propagation model and the

Einasto profile with α = 0.17. We plot the best fit models for DM annihilations into 4e, 4µ, 4τ ,

and final states dictated by coupling through kinetic mixing with the photon (mφ = 650 MeV)

see figure 9. All curves include showering with αDM ∼ 0.1 which increases the goodness of their

fit compared to the unshowered spectra. The plots in the upper row from left to right are for the

PAMELA positron fraction, e+
+ e− flux recently measured by FERMI and HESS, and the ICS

+ FSR predictions for these models. In the bottom row we plot from left to right, the photon

predictions for the HESS measurement of the Galactic Center, Galactic Ridge, and the bounds

coming from SuperK for those models which create ν’s.

4.2.2 A Quasi-constant DM Density and Long Lived Intermediate States

DM annihilations into 2µ and 2τ are still compatible with bounds on the associated γ flux if the

DM density does not significantly grow towards the Galactic Center. This possibility is realized

in practice by plotting the ‘isothermal core’ DM density profile. This profile is disfavored by

N -body simulations and it has no a priori theoretical motivation. However, in principle there

could be some weakening of the more cuspy DM profiles preferred by N -body simulations

when baryons, which should be important near the center of the galaxy, are included in future

simulations. To explore the effects of a shallower DM density profile we have shown in the

lower row of Fig. 1 the best fits for DM annihilations into 2τ assuming the extremal isothermal

profile and MED propagation.

For the case of ≥ 4 SM final states there is one other possibility to obtain an effective quasi-
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Charge = 
(0.23,0.22,0.55) 

in e±,%±,π±

Injection spectra: the shallower, the better 
4-body preferred over 2-body

4body ann’, Einasto
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Fits Results: Mass and Rates

• Large mass (HESS cutoff): 
• Annihilating: MDM> 1-1.5 TeV 
• Decaying: MDM> 2-3 TeV 

• Large rate: 
• Decaying: 1/'~1026 s

• Annihilating: <(v>~10-23 cm3s-1

(Arvanitaki et al.)

O(1000) larger than thermal freeze-out xsec!!
Particle Physics explanation: Sommerfeld enhancement 
(“comes for free” with 4 body final states)

e.g. with GUT-scale suppressed operator (proton decay-like)
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Sommerfeld Enhancement

• If a long range force present, xsec can be 
enhanced (already at classical level):

Enhancement " 1/v
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Sommerfeld Enhancement

• If a long range force present, xsec can be 
enhanced (already at classical level):

Enhancement " 1/v

Quantum level: 
•Enhancement saturates when deBroglie w.l. > force range
•Resonances may be present for discrete values of the params
•Effect present also if interaction is among two different mass 
states as long as )M is small enough
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Sommerfeld Enhancement

• If a long range force present, xsec can be 
enhanced (already at classical level):

Enhancement " 1/v

Quantum level: 
•Enhancement saturates when deBroglie w.l. > force range
•Resonances may be present for discrete values of the params
•Effect present also if interaction is among two different mass 
states as long as )M is small enough

“Long distance” for TeV DM ! 1 fm
0.1÷1 GeV force carrier!!
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Looking at the ! constraints...
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Many photons to consider

DM

DM

SM

SM

DM

DM

…
.

p±

H,He

π±,K,...

(π0’s)e± 

CMB,IR,SL !

DM

DM

SM

SM

Final State Rad’ 
(soft+collinear)

Hard emission Higher order 
processes

Inverse Compton !’s from proton int’ with ISM
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Many photons to consider

DM

DM

SM

SM

DM

DM

…
.

p±

H,He

π±,K,...

(π0’s)e± 

CMB,IR,SL !

DM

DM

SM

SM

Final State Rad’ 
(soft+collinear)

Hard emission Higher order 
processes

+ !’s from hadro decays

Inverse Compton !’s from proton int’ with ISM
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Fits vs ! bounds
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Figure 8: Bounds on DM decays. In the upper rows we consider the leptonic channels that

can fit the e± excesses. In the lower row we consider the ‘traditional’ channels.
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Figure 8: Bounds on DM decays. In the upper rows we consider the leptonic channels that

can fit the e± excesses. In the lower row we consider the ‘traditional’ channels.
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Figure 6: Bounds on DM annihilations into leptonic channels. The Fermi bounds

are denoted as FSRγ (continuous blue line) and ICγ (red curves, for L = 1, 2, 4 kpc from

upper to lower). Other bounds are described in the text. Cosmological freeze-out predicts σv ≈
3 10−26 cm3/ sec (lower horizontal band) and connections with the hierarchy problem suggest

M ∼ (10 ÷ 1000) GeV. The region that can fit the PAMELA and Fermi e± excesses survives

only if DM annihilates into e’s or µ’s and DM has an isothermal profile. All bounds are at 3σ.

unseen excess would be present at larger scales where N -body simulations are under control

and favor these profiles. Furthermore, channels involving τ are now disfavored even for an

isothermal profile.

The allowed solutions predict that a sizable fraction of the photons observed by Fermi

around 100 GeV must be due to ICγ from DM e±. The Fermi bound on ICγ becomes weaker

if the diffusive volume of our galaxy is thin, L ≈ 1 kpc (dotted red curves).

Another way of weakening the bound is assuming that a fraction of the local DM density

is stored in a Dark Disk component. However, to relax the conclusions on the DM profile, one

needs this fraction to be large, of order unity.

On the other hand, the Fermi bound can be made stronger subtracting from the γ spectra
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Figure 6: Bounds on DM annihilations into leptonic channels. The Fermi bounds

are denoted as FSRγ (continuous blue line) and ICγ (red curves, for L = 1, 2, 4 kpc from

upper to lower). Other bounds are described in the text. Cosmological freeze-out predicts σv ≈
3 10−26 cm3/ sec (lower horizontal band) and connections with the hierarchy problem suggest

M ∼ (10 ÷ 1000) GeV. The region that can fit the PAMELA and Fermi e± excesses survives

only if DM annihilates into e’s or µ’s and DM has an isothermal profile. All bounds are at 3σ.

unseen excess would be present at larger scales where N -body simulations are under control

and favor these profiles. Furthermore, channels involving τ are now disfavored even for an

isothermal profile.

The allowed solutions predict that a sizable fraction of the photons observed by Fermi

around 100 GeV must be due to ICγ from DM e±. The Fermi bound on ICγ becomes weaker

if the diffusive volume of our galaxy is thin, L ≈ 1 kpc (dotted red curves).

Another way of weakening the bound is assuming that a fraction of the local DM density

is stored in a Dark Disk component. However, to relax the conclusions on the DM profile, one

needs this fraction to be large, of order unity.

On the other hand, the Fermi bound can be made stronger subtracting from the γ spectra

10

DM 
Annihilation

DM 
Decay

4% 2#Final states:
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Fermi ! constraints

• Final states with too much hard radiation (π0’s in #’s) are now 
excluded both in annihilating and decay models

• No way to hide signals with the Annihilating vs. Decay ("2 vs " 
“trick” that worked for the Galactic Center)  

• Other leptonic 4-body final states are close to the bounds (slight 
tension in annihilating models for cuspy profiles ~ factor of 2. 
Uncert’ larger)

• Overall bounds are quite robust (see tomorrow’s talk)

☞ DM should give O(1) fraction of ! emission at high energy

☞ Preference to “hidden sector” models coupling to e,%,π 
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Making Progress

• AMS02: can tell whether positron fraction will 
continue to increase or not (necessary if DM is heavy); 
will drastically reduce CR propagation uncert’; will 
test some of the astro explanations

• FERMI: Better bounds from less contaminated ! 
events and/or higher energy. Possible detection of 
DM subhalos !  Crucial to test the DM hypothesis, 
both for annihilating and for decay

• Planck: very robust bounds from energy injection at 
recombination time can close the window for 
annihilating DM (Finkbeiner et al. 2009, Bertone et al. 2009)

• Xenon/Lux: DM direct detection may have the 
chance to clarify the whole picture

10

Ruled out by WMAP5

Planck
forecast CVL
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 1 XDM µ+µ- 2500 GeV, BF = 2300
 2 µ+µ- 1500 GeV, BF = 1100
 3 XDM µ+µ- 2500 GeV, BF = 1000
 4 XDM e+e- 1000 GeV, BF = 300
 5 XDM 4:4:1 1000 GeV, BF = 420
 6 e+e- 700 GeV, BF = 220
 7 µ+µ- 1500 GeV, BF = 560
 8 XDM 1:1:2 1500 GeV, BF = 400
 9 XDM µ+µ- 400 GeV, BF = 110
10 µ+µ- 250 GeV, BF = 81
11 W+W- 200 GeV, BF = 66
12 XDM e+e- 150 GeV, BF = 16
13 e+e- 100 GeV, BF = 10

FIG. 6: Constraints on the annihilation cross-section !!Av"
the e!ciency factor f . The dark blue area is excluded by
WMAP5 data at 95% confidence, whereas the lighter blue
area shows the region of parameter space that will be probed
by Planck. The cyan area is the zone that can ultimately be
explored by a cosmic variance limited experiment with angu-
lar resolution comparable to Planck. Constraints are taken
from [42] (Fig. 4). The data points indicate the positions of
models which fit the observed cosmic-ray excesses, as fitted in
[20, 55]. Squares: PAMELA only. Diamonds: PAMELA and
Fermi. Crosses: PAMELA and ATIC. Error bars indicate the
factor-of-4 uncertainty in the required boost factor due to un-
certainties in the local dark matter density (any substructure
contributions are not taken into account). For models labeled
by “XDM” followed by a ratio, the annihilation is through an
XDM intermediate light state to electrons, muons and pions
in the given ratio (e.g. “XDM 4:4:1” corresponds to 4:4:1
annihilation to e+e!, µ+µ! and "+"!).

by WMAP5 constraints, either the enhancement must
be saturated over the redshift range in question (z !
100 " 4000), or ! or f(z) must be extremely small – in
which case the model could not explain the cosmic-ray
anomalies described in the Introduction. For the models
of greatest interest, the enhancement S thus provides a
constant boost factor to the annihilation cross section at
z ! 1000, and our constraints apply directly.

At redshift z, the CMB temperature is ! 2.35 #
10!4(1 + z) eV. This places an upper bound on the tem-
perature of the DM: however, after kinetic decoupling
the DM temperature evolves adiabatically as T $ z2,
and thus the WIMPs can be much colder than the pho-
ton temperature. [42] suggests v/c ! 10!8 at z ! 1000
for a 100 GeV WIMP.

If the enhancement is still unsaturated at such low ve-
locities, then the force carrier must be extremely light
compared to the WIMP mass. For the models recently
proposed in the literature [21, 23, 25, 57], the enhance-
ment has always saturated by this point as the force carri-
ers are much heavier than 10!8MDM. Other constraints
on models with very low-mass mediators also exist: as

one example, a 1/v enhancement which saturates at too
low a velocity can also cause runaway annihilations in
the first DM halos at the onset of structure formation
[58]. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6, models which fit
the recently observed cosmic-ray anomalies are already
close to being ruled out by WMAP5. If the Sommer-
feld enhancement in such models has not saturated by
(v/c) ! 10!8, this implies an e!ective cross section at re-
combination ! 4 " 5 orders of magnitude higher than in
the present-day Galactic halo. Such models are therefore
strongly excluded by WMAP5. Similarly, if the WIMP
annihilates to the same particle which mediates the Som-
merfeld enhancement, then in order for the enhancement
to evade the constraints in Fig. 6, the coupling ! between
the WIMP and the force carrier must be extremely small
– reducing the annihilation cross section at freeze-out to
unacceptable levels for a thermal relic. Thus for a broad
range of well motivated models, it is self-consistent to as-
sume that the Sommerfeld enhancement is saturated for
the redshift range of interest (z ! 100 " 4000).

We can write the 95 % confidence limits from WMAP5
in terms of constraints on the total cross section,

%"Av&saturated <
3.6 # 10!24cm3/s

f

!

MDMc2

1TeV

"

, (6)

or as constraints on the maximum saturated enhance-
ment, relative to the thermal relic cross section %"Av& =
3 # 10!26 cm3/s,

Smax <
120

f

!

MDMc2

1TeV

"

. (7)

In both cases values of f for the di!erent channels are
given in Table I.

These results directly limit the maximum boost fac-
tor possible from substructure, in Sommerfeld-enhanced
models. There has recently been considerable interest
in possible annihilation signals from dark matter sub-
halos, where the DM velocity dispersion is reduced and
the Sommerfeld-enhanced cross section is boosted (e.g.
[59, 60, 61, 62]). However, the saturated cross section
cannot be much larger than that required to fit the cos-
mic ray anomalies, so for models which fit the cosmic ray
anomalies, the lower velocity dispersion in subhalos will
not result in a higher annihilation cross section.

2. Sommerfeld-enhanced models fitting cosmic ray excesses

In Sommerfeld-enhanced models which produce the ob-
served excesses in e+e! cosmic rays, the saturation of
the enhancement is even more constrained than in the
general case. Since the cross sections required to fit
the cosmic ray anomalies are already nearly excluded by
WMAP5, as shown in Fig. 6, the enhancement must al-
ready be close to saturation at v ! 150 km/s (5#10!4c),
the estimated local WIMP velocity dispersion. Astro-
physical uncertainties – in the propagation of cosmic rays,
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Hidden Sectors?

• DM models presented so far ! new light particles

• Haven’t seen them yet ! coupling with the Standard 
Model should be small

Easy to get!

“Vector portal”

Coupling " * e Q 

!&

*

� Φµν Fµν

“Higgs portal”

Coupling " 10-2 + yf

& h
vv’

+

λ|φ|2|H|2
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Hidden Valleys & Co.

• Dark Matter explanations of Pamela anomaly ! 
another example of overcoming the energy barrier

2

that v-particles are produced via a Z ! decay; some of the
v-hadrons produced in v-hadronization can then decay
back to standard model particles, via an intermediate
state Z ! or Higgs boson. This is illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 1. V-hadron production in Higgs boson de-
cays was considered in [7]. Here, we will consider a dif-
ferent scenario, in which the v-hadrons are produced in
LSsP decays. In particular, as illustrated schematically
in Fig. 2, production of SM superpartners leads, through
cascade decays, to the appearance in the final state of
two LSsP’s. If the LSvP is lighter than the LSsP, then
the LSsP will typically decay to an LSvP plus one or
more v-hadrons, some of which in turn decay visibly. For
simplicity we assume in this paper both that R-parity is
conserved and that the LSvP itself is stable; if either is
violated, the phenomenology may be richer still.

SM

LEP
hidden
valley

LHC

FIG. 1: Schematic view of production and decay of v-hadrons.
While LEP was unable to penetrate the barrier separating the
sectors, LHC may easily produce v-particles. These form v-
hadrons, some of which decay to standard model particles.

Let us now consider how phenomenology of LSsP de-
cays in hidden-valley models may di!er in some ways
from LSsP decays in other models. First, since the LSvP
is a v-hadron, its decay to the LSvP may be accompanied
by one or more long-lived R-parity-even v-hadrons, pos-
sibly with a substantial multiplicity. Some or all of these
v-hadrons may in turn decay to visible (but often rather
soft) particles. This decay pattern may make the decay
products of the LSsP challenging to identify. An example
of how this could occur in SM chargino-neutralino pro-
duction is shown in Fig. 3. The two LSsP’s (!0

1) decay
to a v-quark Q and a v-squark Q̃"; after hadronization,
a number of R-parity-even v-hadrons and two R-parity-
odd LSvP’s (R̃) emerge. Some of the R-parity-even v-
hadrons then decay to visible particles, leading to a busy
and complex event. Second, many di!erent v-hadronic
final states may appear in LSsP decays, just as a large
number of QCD hadronic states appear in " and B de-
cays. Acquisition of a large sample of events may there-
fore require a combination of search strategies. Finally,

since the LSsP and/or some of the v-hadrons it produces
may be long-lived and decay with highly displaced ver-
tices, discovery and study of these events may require
specialized, non-standard experimental techniques.

~

valley
hidden

LHC

LSvP

g

LSsP

SM

~q

FIG. 2: Schematic view of production and decay of SM su-
perpartners. Each superpartner decays to hard jets/leptons
and an LSsP; the LSsP then decays to an LSvP plus other
v-hadrons, some of which decay to softer jet/lepton pairs.
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FIG. 3: The production and subsequent decay of a chargino
and neutralino, showing the two LSsPs decaying to various
v-hadrons, some of which decay visibly. Invisible R-parity-
even (-odd) v-hadrons, are shown as solid (dashed) lines; in
particular, an LSvP, labelled R̃, is produced in each of the
LSsP decays.

The reverse situation — where the LSvP is heavier
than the LSsP — is typically less dramatic, but still wor-
thy of note. It leaves the bulk of SM SUSY signals un-
changed, but can in some cases produce spectacular and
challenging signals of its own. It will be discussed briefly
below.

Meanwhile, analogous statements apply, with only a
few adjustments, in other models with a conserved Z2

DM

Pheno interests in “hidden sectors” have been around for a while...

Strassler Zurek 2006
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Hidden Valleys & Co.

• DM models spurred new interesting signatures at colliders

• Outgoing Lepton Jets

Cascade decays and soft emissions through the dark sector result in radiated dark gauge

bosons which return to the visible sector as collimated lepton jets. After studying the

shape and distribution of simulated lepton jets and taking into account the possible

dilution and contamination from the decay of the dark bosons into pions, we suggest a

concrete definition for a lepton jet which can be used in inclusive experimental searches

for these objects. While much of the phenomenology we consider is independent of

the details and spectra of the particular dark sector model, this is not the case for

the bottom of the dark sector spectrum, which may be probed by studying lepton jet

shapes.

Figure 1: A schematic illustration of the type of events we consider in this work. The time evolution
can be divided into three stages: electroweak boson or -ino production and subsequent decay into the
dark-sector, evolution through the dark sector, and finally the formation of lepton jets, as delineated
by the dashed boxes. Such events may also include missing energy.

In section 2 we review how the dark sector couples to the visible sector and discuss the

production of dark sector states in rare Z0 decays at LEP, the Tevatron and the LHC. We also

consider electroweak-ino pair production at the Tevatron and LHC. In section 3 we consider

the evolution in the dark sector which includes dark showering and cascade decays in the dark

sector itself. Section 4 begins with an analysis of the final state leptons and the formation of

lepton jets and ends with some proposals for experimental searches. Section 5 contains our

conclusions.

2. Electroweak Production

Let us first review how the visible sector and dark sector are coupled. For a detailed treatment,

see [3]. As in [1], we assume the existence of a new dark gauge group which contains a U(1)

2

p

leptons

leptons

leptons

leptons
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L " Jet

L " Jet

L " Jet

L " Jet

MET

Figure 22: Pair-production of the SM LSP can result in spectacular lepton jet + MET events. On
the left we depict the event topology. On the right we show a schematic representation of the resulting
geometry.
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Figure 23: Left: The cross-sections for electroweak-ino production at the Tevatron. We have included
both LSP pair production and, in the case of wino and Higgsino LSP, the production of closely
degenerate states, as a function of M!. We choose the squark mass to be 750 GeV. Right: the
fraction of events with 3 and 4 lepton jets within the central region |!| < 2.4.

properties of those electroweak-inos. In the conventional MSSM, it is usually di!cult to

see events with direct pair-production of electroweak-inos. In the case of direct MSSM LSP

production, one has to trigger on some additional hard radiation, which has a lower rate

and a large background. The pair-production of heavier electroweak-ino states which cascade

down to the LSP may be easier to observe but su"ers from large SM background. However,

in the scenario we consider, the LSP of the MSSM, which we denote by "0, will decay further

into the dark states [43] whose decays result in leptons and missing energy [28]. Such events

are easy to trigger on since all the leptons carry significant amounts of pT . Since "0 is

produced almost on threshold, its boost factor is order unity and the opening angle in the

33

(Baumgart et al.)(Cheung et al.)

Decays of hidden particles ! Collimated 
pairs/groups of leptons (Lepton-jets)

(DM too heavy to be produced, but other particles can couple with 
the light hidden sector…)
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Hidden Valleys & Co.

2

that v-particles are produced via a Z ! decay; some of the
v-hadrons produced in v-hadronization can then decay
back to standard model particles, via an intermediate
state Z ! or Higgs boson. This is illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 1. V-hadron production in Higgs boson de-
cays was considered in [7]. Here, we will consider a dif-
ferent scenario, in which the v-hadrons are produced in
LSsP decays. In particular, as illustrated schematically
in Fig. 2, production of SM superpartners leads, through
cascade decays, to the appearance in the final state of
two LSsP’s. If the LSvP is lighter than the LSsP, then
the LSsP will typically decay to an LSvP plus one or
more v-hadrons, some of which in turn decay visibly. For
simplicity we assume in this paper both that R-parity is
conserved and that the LSvP itself is stable; if either is
violated, the phenomenology may be richer still.

SM

LEP
hidden
valley

LHC

FIG. 1: Schematic view of production and decay of v-hadrons.
While LEP was unable to penetrate the barrier separating the
sectors, LHC may easily produce v-particles. These form v-
hadrons, some of which decay to standard model particles.

Let us now consider how phenomenology of LSsP de-
cays in hidden-valley models may di!er in some ways
from LSsP decays in other models. First, since the LSvP
is a v-hadron, its decay to the LSvP may be accompanied
by one or more long-lived R-parity-even v-hadrons, pos-
sibly with a substantial multiplicity. Some or all of these
v-hadrons may in turn decay to visible (but often rather
soft) particles. This decay pattern may make the decay
products of the LSsP challenging to identify. An example
of how this could occur in SM chargino-neutralino pro-
duction is shown in Fig. 3. The two LSsP’s (!0

1) decay
to a v-quark Q and a v-squark Q̃"; after hadronization,
a number of R-parity-even v-hadrons and two R-parity-
odd LSvP’s (R̃) emerge. Some of the R-parity-even v-
hadrons then decay to visible particles, leading to a busy
and complex event. Second, many di!erent v-hadronic
final states may appear in LSsP decays, just as a large
number of QCD hadronic states appear in " and B de-
cays. Acquisition of a large sample of events may there-
fore require a combination of search strategies. Finally,

since the LSsP and/or some of the v-hadrons it produces
may be long-lived and decay with highly displaced ver-
tices, discovery and study of these events may require
specialized, non-standard experimental techniques.
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~q

FIG. 2: Schematic view of production and decay of SM su-
perpartners. Each superpartner decays to hard jets/leptons
and an LSsP; the LSsP then decays to an LSvP plus other
v-hadrons, some of which decay to softer jet/lepton pairs.
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FIG. 3: The production and subsequent decay of a chargino
and neutralino, showing the two LSsPs decaying to various
v-hadrons, some of which decay visibly. Invisible R-parity-
even (-odd) v-hadrons, are shown as solid (dashed) lines; in
particular, an LSvP, labelled R̃, is produced in each of the
LSsP decays.

The reverse situation — where the LSvP is heavier
than the LSsP — is typically less dramatic, but still wor-
thy of note. It leaves the bulk of SM SUSY signals un-
changed, but can in some cases produce spectacular and
challenging signals of its own. It will be discussed briefly
below.

Meanwhile, analogous statements apply, with only a
few adjustments, in other models with a conserved Z2

More direct probe: piercing the barrier!!

Low Energy & High luminosity experiments
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High Luminosity Probes

• Searches at B factories:
(but also meson decays, …))2M(W’) (GeV/c
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Figure 15: The cross section 90% upper limit versus m for (top to bottom) e+e! ! W "W " !
µ+µ!µ+µ! and the combined e+e! ! W "W " ! l+l!l"+l"! assuming lepton universality. The
points are the upper limit for each m bin while the lines are the average of the limits over many
bins. The band structure evident in the µ+µ!µ+µ! plot is due to the very low number of events
in this mode.
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Figure 13: Two examples of cascade decay chains for Higgsed dark sectors. Left: The
production of a pair of dark-sector gauge bosons WD can lead to a four-lepton event. Right:
The production of a pair of heavy dark-sector gauge bosons, which decay within the dark-
sector to lighter gauge and Higgs bosons, can lead to an event with a large number of leptons
(and possibly pions).

between hD and hSM with angle

! $
"!

"SM

vD

vSM
%

"!

"SM

!

"!

"D
, (29)

where the latter limit corresponds to saturation of the bound (28). This mixing leads to a
decay width

!(hD % #+#!)mix $
y2

"

4$
mhD

!2 %
y2

"

4$
mhD

"SM

"D

"

mhD

mhSM

#6

, (30)

where the final expression is again obtained by saturating (28). Assuming saturation, the
decay length of hD in its rest frame is given by

c%(hD % #+#!)mix $ 7 cm "D

"

y"

y#

#!2 "

mhD

3 GeV

#!7 "

mhSM

120 GeV

#4

, (31)

where y# & 0.01 is the % Yukawa coupling. This decay can thus lead to observable decays with
O(cm) displacements if hD is above the % threshold, and saturates the naturalness bound.
It dominates over the three-body decay (25) if & ! 10!4. Below the % threshold, however, it
is unlikely to produce observable decays.

23
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High Luminosity Probes

• Searches at B factories:

• Past beam dump experiments:

(but also meson decays, …)
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FIG. 1: Left: Existing constraints on an A�. Shown are constraints from electron and muon anomalous magnetic moment
measurements, ae and aµ, the BaBar search for Υ(3S) → γµ+µ−, three beam dump experiments, E137, E141, and E774,
and supernova cooling (SN). These constraints are discussed further in Section III. Right: Existing constraints are shown in
gray, while the various lines — light green (upper) solid, red short-dashed, purple dotted, blue long-dashed, and dark green
(lower) solid — show estimates of the regions that can be explored with the experimental scenarios discussed in Section IVA–
IVE, respectively. The discussion in IV focuses on the five points labeled “A” through “E”. The orange stripe denotes the
“D-term” region introduced in section IIA, in which simple models of dark matter interacting with the A� can explain the
annual modulation signal reported by DAMA/LIBRA. Along the thin black line, the A� proper lifetime cτ = 80µm, which is
approximately the τ proper lifetime.

energy e+e− colliders are a powerful laboratory for the
study of an A� with � � 10−4 and mass above ∼ 200
MeV, particularly in sectors with multiple light states
[32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Their reach in � is limited by lu-
minosity and irreducible backgrounds. However, an A�

can also be produced through bremsstrahlung off an elec-
tron beam incident on a fixed target [34]. This approach
has several virtues over colliding-beam searches: much
larger luminosities, of O(1 ab−1/day) can be achieved,
scattering cross-sections are enhanced by nuclear charge
coherence, and the resulting boosted final states can be
observed with compact special-purpose detectors.

Past electron “beam-dump” experiments, in which a
detector looks for decay products of rare penetrating par-
ticles behind a stopped electron beam, constrain � 10
cm vertex displacements and � � 10−7. The thick shield
needed to stop beam products limits these experiments to
long decay lengths, so thinner targets are needed to probe
shorter displacements (larger � and mA�). However, beam
products easily escape thin targets and constitute a chal-
lenging background in downstream detectors.

The five benchmark points labeled “A” through “E”
in Figure 1 (right) require different approaches to these
challenges, discussed in Section IV. We have estimated
the reach of each scenario, summarized in Figure 1
(right), in the context of electron beams with 1–6 GeV
energies, nA–µA average beam currents, and run times
∼ 106 s. Such beams can be found for example at the

Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (JLab),
the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, the electron
accelerator ELSA, and the Mainzer Mikrotron (MAMI).

The scenarios for points A and E use 100 MeV–1 GeV
electron beam dumps, with more complete event recon-
struction or higher-current beams than previous dump
experiments. Low-mass, high-� regions (e.g. B and C)
produce boosted A� and forward decay products with
mm–cm displaced vertices. Our approaches exploit very
forward silicon-strip tracking to identify these vertices,
while maintaining reasonable occupancy — a limiting
factor. At still higher �, no displaced vertices are re-
solvable and one must take full advantage of the kine-
matic properties of the signal and background processes,
including the recoiling electron, using either the forward
geometries of B and C or a wider-angle spectrometer (e.g.
for point D). Spectrometers operating at various labora-
tories appear capable of probing this final region.

We focus on the case where the A� decays directly to
Standard Model fermions, but the past experiments and
proposed scenarios are also sensitive (with different ex-
clusions) if the A� decays to lighter U(1)�-charged scalars,
and to direct production of axion-like states.

Outline

In Section II, we summarize the properties of A� pro-
duction through bremsstrahlung in fixed-target colli-

2

sions. Constraints from past experiments and from neu-
trino emission by SN 1987A are presented in Section III.
In Section IV, we describe the five new experimental sce-
narios and estimate the limiting backgrounds. We con-
clude in Section V with a summary of the prospects for
new experiments. More detailed formulas, which we use
to calculate our expected search reaches, and a more de-
tailed discussion of some of the backgrounds, are given
in Appendices A, B, and C .

II. THE PHYSICS OF NEW U(1) VECTORS IN
FIXED TARGET COLLISIONS

A. Theoretical Preliminaries

Consider the Lagrangian

L = LSM + �Y FY,µνF �
µν +

1
4
F �,µνF �

µν + m2
A�A�µA�

µ, (3)

where LSM is the Standard Model Lagrangian, F �
µν =

∂[µA�
ν], and A� is the gauge field of a massive dark U(1)�

gauge group [1]. The second term in (3) is the kinetic
mixing operator, and � ∼ 10−8 − 10−2 is naturally gen-
erated by loops at any mass scale of heavy fields charged
under both U(1)� and U(1)Y ; the lower end of this range
is obtained if one or both U(1)’s are contained in grand-
unified (GUT) groups, since then � is only generated by
two-or three-loop GUT-breaking effects.

A simple way of analyzing the low-energy effects of the
A� is to treat kinetic mixing as an insertion of p2gµν−pµpν

in Feynman diagrams, making it clear that the A� couples
to the electromagnetic current of the Standard Model
through the photon. This picture also clarifies, for ex-
ample, that new interactions induced by kinetic mixing
must involve a massive A� propagator, and that effects
of mixing with the Z-boson are further suppressed by
1/m2

Z . Equivalently, one can redefine the photon field
Aµ → Aµ+�A�µ as in [37], which removes the kinetic mix-
ing term and generates a coupling eAµJµ

EM ⊃ �eA�
µJµ

EM
of the new gauge boson to electrically charged particles
(here � ≡ �Y cos θW ). Note that this does not induce
electromagnetic millicharges for particles charged under
the A�. The parameters of concern in this paper are �
and mA� .

We now explain the orange stripe in Figure 1 — see
[3, 4, 5] for more details. In a supersymmetric theory,
the kinetic mixing operator induces a mixing between
the D-terms associated with U(1)� and U(1)Y . The hy-
percharge D-term gets a vacuum expectation value from
electroweak symmetry breaking and induces a weak-scale
effective Fayet-Iliopoulos term for U(1)�. Consequently,
the Standard Model vacuum can break the U(1)� in the
presence of light U(1)�-charged degrees of freedom, giving
the A� a mass,

mA� ∼ √�gD

√
gY mW

g2
, (4)

e−e−

Z

A�

γ

FIG. 2: A�
production by bremsstrahlung off an incoming

electron scattering off protons in a target with atomic number

Z.

�+

�−

�+

�−

e−

Z Z

e−

(a) (b)

FIG. 3: (a) γ∗ and (b) Bethe-Heitler trident reactions that

comprise the primary QED background to A� → �+�− search

channels.

where gD, gY , and g2 are the the U(1)�, U(1)Y , and
Standard Model SU(2)L gauge couplings, respectively,
and mW is the W-boson mass. Equation (4) relates
� and mA� as indicated by the orange stripe in Figure
1 for gD ∼ 0.1 − 1. This region is not only theoret-
ically appealing, but also roughly corresponds to the
region in which the annual modulation signal observed
by DAMA/LIBRA can be explained by dark matter,
charged under the U(1)�, scattering inelastically off nuclei
through A� exchange. We therefore include these lines for
reference in our plots.

B. A� Production in Fixed-Target Collisions

A� particles are generated in electron collisions on a
fixed target by a process analogous to ordinary pho-
ton bremsstrahlung, see Figure 2. This can be reli-
ably estimated in the Weizsäcker-Williams approxima-
tion (see Appendix A for more details) [38, 39, 40].
When the incoming electron has energy E0, the differ-
ential cross-section to produce an A� of mass mA� with
energy EA� ≡ xE0 is

dσ

dxd cos θA�
≈ 8Z2α3�2E2

0x

U2
Log

×
�
(1− x +

x2

2
)−

x(1− x)m2
A�

�
E2

0x θ2
A�

�

U2

�
(5)

where Z is the atomic number of the target atoms,
α � 1/137, θA� is the angle in the lab frame between the
emitted A� and the incoming electron, the Log (∼ 5− 10

3

N

(Bjorken et al.)
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High Luminosity Probes

• Searches at B factories:

• Past beam dump experiments:

• New beam dump experiments

(but also meson decays, …)

e.g. APEX exp’ @ JLAB

(as mentioned previously, similar considerations apply
to pseudo-vectors, scalars, and pseudo-scalars with sub-
GeV mass that couple to electrons). It is useful to param-
eterize the coupling g� of the A� to electrons by a dimen-
sionless � ≡ g�/e, where e is the electron charge. Cross-
sections for A� production then scale as α�/α = �2, where
α� = g�2/(4π) and α = e2/(4π) are the fine-structure con-
stants for the dark photon and ordinary electromagnetic
interactions, respectively. This experiment will search
for A� bosons with mass mA� ∼ 65 MeV – 550 MeV and
α�/α � 6 × 10−8, which can be produced by a reaction
analogous to photon bremsstrahlung (see §III) and de-
cays promptly to e+e− or other charged particle pairs.
We refer the reader to Figure 1 for a summary of the
reach of this experiment.
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E141

E774

aΜae
��3S�

FIG. 1: Anticipated 2σ sensitivity in α�/α = �2 for the A�

experiment (APEX) at Hall A in JLab (thick blue line), with

existing constraints on an A�
from electron and muon anoma-

lous magnetic moment measurements, ae and aµ (see [27]),

the BaBar search for Υ(3S) → γµ+µ−
[28], and three beam

dump experiments, E137, E141, and E774 [29–31] (see [3]).

The aµ and Υ(3S) limits assume equal-strength couplings to

electrons and muons. The red region indicates the region of

greatest theoretical interest, as described in the text. The

gray dashed line indicates the scale used for other plots in

this paper. The irregularity of the reach is an artifact of com-

bining several different run settings (see Table II). The precise

mass range probed by this type of experiment can be varied by

changing the spectrometer angular settings and/or the beam

energies. We stress this point as other experimental facilities

may be able to perform experiments similar to APEX, but

targeting complementary regions of parameter space.

A. Motivation for New Physics Near the GeV Scale

New light vector particles, matter states, and their as-
sociated interactions are ubiquitous in extensions of the
Standard Model [2, 32–40]. However, the symmetries of
the Standard Model restrict the interaction of ordinary
matter with such new states. Indeed, most interactions
consistent with Standard Model gauge symmetries and
Lorentz invariance have couplings suppressed by a high
mass scale. One of the few unsuppressed interactions is
the coupling of charged Standard Model particles ψ

δL = g�A�
µψ̄γ

µψ (1)

to a new gauge boson A�, which is quite poorly con-
strained for small g� (see Figure 1)[3]. Similar couplings
between the A� and other Standard Model fermions
are also allowed, with relations between their couplings
(anomaly cancellation) required for the A� gauge symme-
try to be quantum-mechanically consistent. For example,
the A� can couple only to electrons and muons, with op-
posite charges g�e = −g�µ ( a U(1)e−µ boson), or can have
couplings proportional to the electromagnetic charges qi
of each fermion, gi = �eqi.
A� couplings to Standard Model matter with the lat-

ter structure can be induced by ordinary electromagnetic
interactions through the kinetic mixing interaction pro-
posed by Holdom [2],

δL =
�Y
2
F �
µνF

µν
Y , (2)

where F �
µν = ∂µA�

ν − ∂νA�
µ is the field strength of the

A� gauge boson, and similarly Fµν
Y is the hypercharge

field strength. This effect is generic, ensures that the
A� interactions respect parity, and (as we discuss below)
naturally produces small g� and A� masses near the GeV
scale. This mixing is equivalent in low-energy interac-
tions to assigning a charge �eqi to Standard Model parti-
cles of electromagnetic charge qi, where � = �Y /(cos θW )
and θW is the Weinberg mixing angle. The A� couplings
to neutrinos and parity-violating couplings are negligible
compared to Z-mediated effects (see e.g. [13]).
As noted in [2], a new gauge boson A� that does not

couple to Standard Model matter at a classical level
can still couple through quantum-mechanical corrections.
For example, loops of any particle X that couples to both
the A� and Standard Model hypercharge generates mix-
ing of the form (2), with

� ∼ 10−3 − 10−2 (α�/α ∼ 10−6 − 10−4). (3)

These quantum effects are significant regardless of the
mass mX of the particle in question, which could be well
above the TeV scale (or even at the Planck scale) and
thus evade detection.
Smaller � are expected if nature has enhanced sym-

metry at high energies. For example, it has been con-
jectured that the strong and electroweak gauge groups
of the Standard Model are embedded in a grand unified

3

(Essig et al.)
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Long Lifetimes?

• If hidden sectors very weakly coupled 
particles can get quite long lived pretty easily
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Long Lifetimes?

• If hidden sectors very weakly coupled 
particles can get quite long lived pretty easily

Vector portal:

Massive spin-1 & that mixes 
with photon

! hidden “Higgs” h’ @ GeV
mh’ < m& 

h’
f

f

*

*

Γh� ∝ αα�

16π2
�4mh�

�
mf

mφ

�2
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Long Lifetimes?

• If hidden sectors very weakly coupled 
particles can get quite long lived pretty easily

Vector portal:

SUSY hidden sector:

G̃

λ̃
φ

Γ ∝
mλ̃

16π

�
m2

λ̃

F

�2

Γh� ∝ αα�

16π2
�4mh�

�
mf

mφ

�2

(need to stabilize the ~1 GeV scale…)

Lightest Hidden SUSY Particle 
may decay into gravitino
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Long Lifetimes?

• If hidden sectors very weakly coupled 
particles can get quite long lived pretty 
easily

• Some constraints from Cosmology 
(BBN) but often can be evaded (shouldn’t 

prevent an experimental search)

• In some cases covered by beam-dump 
experiments

• Worth exploring all possibilities to 
probe different lifetimes (and mass scales)...
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Looking for Long Lived Particles 
(LoLiPs)

• Nearby sources of DM annihilations: 
center of the Sun and the Earth

• Relevant detectors: SuperK, Fermi, 
IceCube

• May probe wide range of lifetimes: 
102km ≤ c# ≤ 1012km

DM DM ! & & 

&!

&!SM SM

(Batell et al.; Schuster et al.; Meade et al.)
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Looking for Long Lived Particles 
(LoLiPs)

• Strong limits 
from Fermi ! 
and e± (decays in-
flight from the Sun)

• IceCUBE $ 
telescope can 
improve the 
bounds (no new 
experim, just new 
analysis...)
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FIG. 1: The IceCube reach for detecting LOLIPs produced in the Sun and decaying into muons, as a function of the

annihilation rate and decay length. On the x-axis, Rhid = σ(DMDM → LOLIPs)/σtotal and BRµ is the branching

fraction of LOLIPs into muons. 100 GeV and 2 TeV DM masses are shown, assuming DM interacts inelastically with

mass splitting of 200 keV and decays into 500MeV LOLIPs. The shaded regions are excluded by SuperK (yellow),

Fermi photon measurements (red) and Fermi (e+
+ e−) measurement (orange). The blue and green solid lines show

the one and five year sensitivity of IceCube to measuring LOLIPs. To demonstrate the sensitivity to the special

di-muon events from LOLIP decays inside the detector, we show in dashed lines the one and five year discovery reach

for such events only. For reference two theory lines corresponding to models (III-a) and (III-b) described in Section II

are shown. Finally the dashed gray line is the current CDMS bound on the annihilation rate. This constraint is

irrelevant in the 100GeV case.

The last type of bound from DM production of LOLIPs is from DM direct detection experiments. This

bound comes from the fact that any capture of DM in the Sun or Earth than requres a non-vanishing DM-

nucleon interaction. Using the relation between the annihilation and capture rates we can then translate

a point in the parameter space of lifetime and annihilation rate into a specific value for σχn. Requiring

that this interaction cross-section does not violate the constraints from the XENON10 [24] and CDMS [23]

experiments, one can bound the parameter space. It should be noted that this translation is model dependent,

e.g. it depends whether the scattering is elastic or inelastic. Recently there have been many other models

proposed that can also change the nature of DM direction detection [37]: We do not analyze the bounds for

all these cases, but warn the reader of the many caveats in the existing direct detection constraints.
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FIG. 2: Similar to Figure 1 for the case of annihilation in the Earth. The inelastic splitting is taken to be zero since

the capture rate is highly suppressed otherwise. The red shaded region shows the constraints from the Sun, assuming

that a non-vanishing annihilation rate at the Earth implies a related annihilation rate in the Sun.

C. Results

1. Sun

Let us now present the results for the discovery reach of LOLIPs from the Sun. In Fig. 1 we show the

constraints which arise from SuperK, Fermi and CDMS together with the detection reach in IceCube for

one and five years, in the case of a LOLIP decaying into muons. These plots and the ones to follow show

the sensitivity of IceCube in the decay length - annihilation rate plane. The measured rate is suppressed

with respect to the annihilation rate, by Rhid = σ(DM DM→ LOLIPs)/σtotal and by the specific branching

fraction of LOLIPs studied. Before proceeding, a few words on our treatment of the backgrounds are in

order.

The IceCube curves represent the 95% CL limits. We use the atmospheric neutrino flux [41] to estimate

the background. For the case of LOLIPs decaying in proximity of the detector, we considered the expected

atmospheric νµ flux above 500 GeV, independently of the LOLIP energy, because to the different Cherenkov

light yield of a di-muon pair. On the other hand, for the events initiated by neutrinos from earlier muon

decays, we consider the full atmospheric muon background above the detection threshold. We study the flux

coming from a cone of O(3◦) around the source of interest. In the case of SuperK, we directly use the bounds

provided for standard DM νµ searches [18] and also consider the showering-muon analysis [28] to directly

bound LOLIPs decays (including also the showering-µ fraction from νµ events as outlined in [28, 42]).

In both plots of Figure 1 we have taken the LOLIP mass mLOLIP = 500 MeV. The main features of the
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Conclusions

• DM annihilations or decays is still a viable 
explanation for PAMELA & FERMI results

• Annihilations/decay into many (e±), %±, π± and 
high DM mass (~2-5TeV) are required

• #’s final states are now excluded both for 
annihilating and decaying

• Presence of a hidden sector (hinted by DM) 
may show up in other places ! explore 
ways to detect it (colliders, $ telescopes, beam 
dumps, …)
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Dark Matter Profile
• Dark Matter Profile inferred from N-body simulations

• Current hi-res simulations have resolutions of O(0.1 kpc)

• Best fit is for Einasto profile: ρ(r) = ρ⊙ exp
�
−2
α

��
r

rs

�α

− 1
��

,=0.12-0.2, here 0.17

No baryonic components in 
the simulations: may 
drastically change the results!

Study also a cored 
IsoThermal as a shallower 
profile
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